
Barriers to Agility
Industry analysis of what’s holding you back



Frustrated by your efforts to 
become a more innovative, digital, 
agile, business? 

You are not alone.
The book reveals the recurring 
pattern of stalled transformation, 
equipping leaders to manage 
expectations and make new ground.
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Executive Summary
Why is transformation so hard? In researching transformation barriers, our 
team found these key insights and talking points.

Unique Barriers
First, we look at a cross section of recent industry studies on agility, and 
explore insights specific to a given framework or population.

Common Barriers
Then, we see what patterns exists across all the studies, including which 
barriers are most frequently or most broadly experienced.



Executive Summary
Key insights & Talking points



The Overarching Pattern

The initial gains from logical first steps

The unavoidable roadblock 
that must come next

The way forward to 
further gains by leaning 
against the logic of the 
initial Boost



Unique Barriers Each population showed some 
characteristic bias in their impediments

The ReBOUND:
Decompose the new 
BAU into smaller 
solvable problems 

The ReBOUND:
Pace changes to 
tackle less at once

The ReBOUND:
Set expectations on 
which culture 
changes, why & how

The ReBOUND:
Clarify how new tech 
methods also 
improve culture

Scrum vs. Culture
Practitioners of the Scrum 
framework felt most 
resistance related to 
existing culture. 

Lean Startup vs. BAU. 
Users of the Lean Startup 
method found agility most 
impeded by business-as-
usual (BAU)

DevOps Equally Torn
Champions of digital agility 
equally torn between 
technology & culture 
issues

Generalists vs. Everything
The surveys covering a 
diversity of agility 
approaches reported the 
most diversity of barriers



Most Personally Felt
Existing Roles

The PMI and Lean Startup studies 
both cited multiple barriers around 
roles. People in PMOs, Sales, 
Marketing, and Management will 
need the most personalized 
support for the transition.

Most Broadly Felt
Insufficient Resources

Across almost all the surveys, 
change champions consistently 
feel under-equipped to enable 
more agility, whether budget or 
skills or training.

Most Intensely Felt
Culture & Structure

Various examples of the 
organizations’ existing beliefs & 
behaviors were the most cited 
barriers to agility, from “command 
and control” to limited trust & 
collaboration.

Biggest Barriers
Across several industry studies, these 
challenges emerged as most prominent

The ReBOUND: Design specific 
conversations and paths for most 
impacted roles.

The ReBOUND: Be clear about 
what is / is not provided to enable 
change, and how to get more. 

The ReBOUND: Set expectations 
about aspirations, and the long 
road to get there



Barriers do NOT get easier. Agile environments felt MOST 
barriers MORE strongly than their non-agile counterparts.

The closer you get to excellence, the more painful the 
roadblocks become.

Key Point



Your Transformation Barriers are your Transformation Backlog.
If existing role definitions are in the way, we can co-define 

new ones. If compliance policies slow us down, we can 
innovate new ones. 

The impediments TO transformation define the work OF  
transformation.

Key Point



Unique Barriers
We examine in more detail the challenges 
that show up differently in certain 
populations. 



6 Concurrent Industry Studies

2019 Collabnet
VersionOne State of 

Agile

2018 Scrum Alliance 
State of Scrum 

2018 Quali Devops
Survey

2017 PMI Achieving 
Greater Agility

2017 Forrester 
State of Agile

2016 Innovation 
Leader Lean Startup 

Survey

Of all the available research, we chose studies that were relatively 
close in timeframe, and represented a cross-section of populations 
and communities pursuing agility



For Lean Startup Respondents

29%
Existing Sales & 

Marketing 
Roles

Source: 2016 Innovation Leader Lean Startup Survey

* Multiple selections permitted

24%
Regulatory 

issues

12%
Competitive 

concerns

27%
Executive 
authority 

threatened

50%
Concerns about 

showing projects to 
customers too soon

36%
Hard to create 

MVP in our 
industry

33%
Insufficient 
people or 
funding

32% 
Inflexible 
business 
model

Practitioners of Lean Startup 
found agility was most impeded 
by business-as-usual. 

Lean Startup struggles 
with BAU



Barriers For Scrum Respondents

57% - Organizational design and culture make it difficult

29% - No sponsorship/support from senior management

29% - [Low] support for teams transitioning to Agile thinking

29% - [Mis]Alignment with other projects in portfolio

27% - No clearly defined metrics to measure success

26% and lower - 3 others related to Culture

Source: 2018 Scrum Alliance State of Scrum

Scrum bias for culture & Structure

For those using the Scrum framework 
to achieve agility, the most common 
single barrier was the existing 
organizational design & culture. 
Moreover, many of the other popular 
responses relate to culture & 
structure

* Multiple selections permitted



Barriers For DevOps Respondents

22%

21%

20%

13%

13%

11%

Culture

Legacy

Complexity

Overcoming inertia, getting 
buy-in for something new 
across silos

Source: 2018 Quali Cloud & DevOps Survey

Preserving certain 
processes & investments 
during the transformation

Re-architecting applications to be 
componentized across multiple teams

Integrating CI/CD automation 
with existing processes, 
without errors

Inconsistent environments, 
big-bang deployment models

Disparate tools, limited skills, & 
budget battles

Resources

Quality

Infrastructure

Both hard & soft barriers to DevOps

When asked to pick the one biggest barrier, 
DevOps champions were about equally torn 
between technology challenges (43%) and 
cultural challenges (43%)

Tech Barriers

Culture Barriers

* Only single selection permitted



Barriers for Agile respondents

52%
Culture & Structure

Organizational Culture 
& Structure at odds 
with agile values

40%
Talent

48%
Change 44%

Leadership

Source: 2019 Collabnet VersionOne State of Agile

plus 7 others

e.g. Inconsistent 
processes and 
practices across 
teams

* Multiple selections permitted

Generalists have more diverse issues

The broader PMI and State of Agile surveys 
covered a diversity of agility approaches 
(from Scrum to Kanban to Hybrid). They also 
reported the most diversity of barriers



Total Barriers Reported

12
11

9
8

7
6

PMI SOA SOS IL LSU Quali Forrester

Generalists have more diverse issues

The broader PMI and State of Agile surveys 
covered a diversity of agility approaches 
(from Scrum to Kanban to Hybrid). They also 
reported the most diversity of barriers 
(culture to roles to metrics)



Barriers do NOT get easier

Barrier
Frequency at 

Predictive 
environments

Frequency at 
Agile/Hybrid 

environments
Delta

Initiating/starting project  28% 26% -2%
Measuring and tracking financials 28% 30% 2%
Using accepted project management practices 31% 35% 4%
Defining adequate documentation 24% 29% 5%
Engaging the product owner within teams 24% 29% 5%
Lack of support from executive leadership 23% 29% 6%
Shifting from “command and control” culture 34% 41% 7%
Adapting project manager role for desired state 23% 32% 9%
Using standard terminology 15% 24% 9%
Implementing processes/frameworks without 
modification/tailoring 23% 33% 10%

Adapting governance model to desired state 22% 36% 14%
Adapting the PMO to an agile environment 33% 33%

… but they felt MOST barriers 
MORE powerfully

The PMI study found a shocking difference 
between mostly traditional environments, 
versus mostly agile/hybrid environments.  

…Those who already have 
some agility felt SOME

barriers roughly THE SAME as 
those who did not

Source: 2017 PMI Achieving Greater Agility

* Multiple selections permitted



Common Barriers
WA zooming out hen we look across all the 
studies, 
we see some universal struggles



Existing Roles
Person-specific challenges

Mapping 

Source Barrier

IL LSU Marketing or sales feel like they own customer relationships

IL LSU Threatens executives' decision-making authority

PMI Adapting the PMO to an agile environment

PMI Adapting the role of the project manager

PMI Engaging the product owner within teams 

Source Barrier

SOA Inadequate management support and sponsorship 

Forrester Lack of executive leadership on Agile transformation

PMI Lack of support from executive leadership 

SOS No sponsorship/support from senior management

Inadequate Leadership Support
Not Visible and vocal enough

Source Barrier

SOA Inconsistent processes and practices across teams 

PMI
Defining adequate documentation for projects using agile 
approaches

PMI
Implementing agile processes/frameworks without 
modification/tailoring

PMI Using standard terminology 

Quali
Legacy - Preserving certain processes & investments during 
the transformation

Quali
Quality - Integrating CI/CD automation with existing 
processes, without errors

Quali
Infrastructure - Inconsistent environments, big-bang 
deployment models

Complex Processes
Divergent policies & procedures

By grouping barriers into categories, we can see patterns



Culture & Structure
Org design that reflects & 
reinforces embedded beliefs

Mapping (Continued)

Source Barrier

SOA Regulatory compliance or government issue

IL LSU Hard to create MVP in our industry

IL LSU Current business model is inlexible

IL LSU Regulatory issues

IL LSU Competitive concerns

Quali Complexity - Re-architecting applications to be 
componentized across multiple teams

Business Context
Domain-specific problems

Source Barrier

SOA Lack of skills/experience with agile methods 

SOA Insufficient training and education 

Forrester Lack of skilled product owners from the business

IL LSU Don't have necessary people or funding

Quali Resources - Disparate tools, lack of skills and training

Quali Budget - Buy-in and budget/resource allocation

SOS Support for teams transitioning to Agile thinking

Insufficient Resources
More assets needed for the change

Source Barrier

SOA Organizational culture at odds with agile values 

SOA Minimal collaboration and knowledge sharing 

PMI Shifting from “command and control” culture

PMI Initiating/starting project 

Quali
Culture - Overcoming inertia, getting buy-in for 
something new across silos

SOS Desire for perceived predictability

SOS Fear of transparency

SOS Lack of trust

SOS Organizational design and culture make it difficult

By grouping barriers into categories, we can see patterns



Frequency of Barriers
Pattern SOA Forrester IL LSU PMI* Quali SOS Total

Culture & Structure 2 2 1 4 9
Complex processes 1 3 3 7
Business Context 1 4 1 6

Insufficient Resources 2 1 1 1 1 6
Existing Roles 2 3 5

Change resistance 2 1 1 4
Inadequate leadership 

support 1 1 1 1 4

Customer Issues 1 1 1 3
Metrics 1 1 1 3

Portfolio Misalignment 1 1 2

* PMI contrasted those using mostly Predictive approaches vs. mostly Agile/Hybrid approaches; we focused on the latter group.



More 
Frequently 
Mentioned

More Broadly Mentioned

Culture and 
structure 

9 mentions in 4 surveys

Insufficient 
resources

6 mentions in 5 surveys

Change 
resistance

4 mentions in 3 surveys

Complex 
processes

7 mentions in 3 surveys

Existing 
Roles

5 mentions in 2 surveys Low Leadership 
Support

4 mentions in 4 surveys
Metrics

3 mentions in 2 surveys

Portfolio 
2 mentions in 2 surveys



Learn more at

UntappedAgility.com


